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You have two alternative routes when integrating with DatHost. Either you use our 

API to spin up game , and then handle the  with getting players into 

the correct teams, results reported back etc on your own. Or you can use our 

, where we have integrated the match handling together with our servers API. 



Should be noted, that a  and a CS:GO  are differentiated in our API, and 

would need seperate handling in some kind of way. Our system is built upon servers, 

so you would always create a , independent of which 

method you use. In theory you can start new matches on the same server after it has 

ended, but when integrating with our API it’s recommended to simply spawn new 

servers when a new match is taking place.

servers matches

Match-

API

server match

new server for each match
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Server Image Clone Server Server Options Match Handling

Retrieve Results Download Demo Delete Server

Introduction

Recommended setup


This is how we recommend you setting up the API flow when integrating with your 

platform. You are of course free to use our API to set it up however you want that fits 

your needs the best, but this might be a good starting point. 
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Using our Match API

Steam ID of players 


Best of X series 


Auto Cancel


Auto Start


Warmup and !ready support


Automated GOTV recording


Knife round support


Tactical pause support


Technical pause support


Coaching support


Match configuration


Live round stats


Match stats collection
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Feature set


This is the current feature set of our Match-API. It is built with the purpose of getting 

your integration up and running as fast as possible, with an intuitive integration with 

our servers API. It covers the most needs to get a competitive match up and running 

in no time.



1. Set up a server image


Use our Control Panel to create a server to use as an image for the server 

configuration you need. This enables you to easily set up the match server exactly as 

you want with all configurations needed. When you have created the server you can 

get the server ID directly from the URL bar to later on use to clone it.

2. Duplicate the server


Using the API, you can create exact clones of the server image created at any time, 

at any location, whenever you need a game server. Duplicating and starting a new 

server only takes a few seconds. Retrieve the Server IP and port that you get as 

response so you can display it to your players when the match is started - as well as 

the Server ID to later on start the match on the server created.

/api/0.1/game-servers/{server_id}/duplicatePOST

API endpoint

https://dathost.net/control-panel/csgo-server/edit/468bee5f435f62650b9d47f31
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Using our Match API

3. Update server options


You would need to set a new  when duplicating the 

server, as we will default it to empty. It’s recommended to create a pool of tokens on 

one Steam Account (you can have up to 1000 tokens), and create a flow on your end 

to pick from these. Do note that a GSLT token that isn’t used for a long time may get 

inactive (~6 weeks). You can use the same GSLT token several times, but one token 

can’t be set on multiple servers running at the same time.

Steam Game Server Login Token

If you’ve made  changes to your server image - it might not be up to date. You can trigger a sync between the game server and the 

API cache with the POST call  - or by simply starting and turning off your server image.

recent

/api/0.1/game-servers/{server_id}/sync-files

https://dathost.net/control-panel/game-server/edit/609bb5f629f62650b9d67f35
https://steamcommunity.com/dev/managegameservers
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Using our Match API

3. Update server options (cont.)


At this step you should also set things such as the location. Send us a PUT request to 

update the newly cloned server. You can also upload a match config, if different from 

your server image’s config.

/api/0.1/game-servers/{server_id}PUT

/api/0.1/game-servers/{server_id}/files/{path}POST

API endpoints

4. Start the match


Match ID

To start the match you would need to have a few things collected on your end to 

configure it correctly¥

¾ Steam ID:s of all players in the match divided into team±

¾ Steam ID:s of potential spectator±

¾ Steam ID:s of potential coache±

¾ Webhook URLs for us to send round- and match-end data to«

¾ Map(s) to be playe´

¾ Location (that would be set in server options at step 3)



With this information, you can send us a POST request with the Server ID generated 

in step 2. Include the Steam ID:s of the players comma-separated, as well as 

spectators and coaches Steam ID:s if needed. Include webhook URLs to where we 

should send the match data to (round end and match end have different hooks). 



When you create the match you will receive an  in response, this is 

recommended to retrieve on your end to later on fetch the GOTV demo.



The game server you specified will reboot, our match plugin will be added and 

configured and the match will start, waiting for players to join.
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Using our Match API

4. Start the match (cont.)


warmup_time

connect_time

match end 

When all players are connected to the server, the warmup will end according to the 

parameter  (default: 15 sec) and the match will start. 



Alternatively, if not everyone connects within the time specified in the  

parameter (default: 300 sec), the match will be cancelled and you receive a webhook 

with that information to the webhook. 

/api/0.1/matchesPOST

/api/0.1/match-seriesPOST

API endpoints

5. Webhooks


round end

We will send you information on round 

end, match end as well as match 

cancellation to the webhooks you 

provided. If you want to display live 

data on your platform for example, that 

would be possible using the information 

sent in the  webhook. 



Here on the right is an example of what 

the webhooks look like.



Full webhook examples can be found 

 for matches, and  for match-

series.

here here

{

  "id": ,

  "team1_steam_ids": [

    
  ],

  "team2_steam_ids": [

    
  ],

  "spectator_steam_ids": [

    
  ],

  "round_end_webhook_url": ,

  "match_end_webhook_url": ,

  

"team1_stats": {

    "score": 
  },

  "team2_stats": {

    "score": 
  },

  "player_stats": [

    {

      "steam_id": ,

      "kills": ,

      "deaths": ,

      "assists": 
    }

    ...

  ]

}

"string"

"string"


"string"


"string"


"string"
"string"

"string"

0


0


0
0
0


https://help.dathost.net/article/63-match-configuration-options#match_end_webhook_url
https://help.dathost.net/article/64-match-series-configuration-options#match_series_end_webhook_url


6. Download GOTV demo


tv_delay + 20 

seconds

wait_for_gotv_before_nextmap

false

enabled GOTV

Match ID

/MatchID.dem

If you need the GOTV demo to be saved on your end, you can download this from the 

server with a GET request. The demo recording will be finished after 

 (default 105 + 20) after the match or map has finished. It’s recommend to 

wait an additional few seconds to make sure it has been flushed to disk (more if 

you’re using 64/128-tick demos).



Alternatively, if you don’t have active GOTV viewers, you can set  

 (same parameter for both Match and Match-series) 

to  in the request and the demo recording will be finished after 20 seconds. 



GOTV demos will be automatically recorded if you have  on your 

server, either in the server image or by updating the server details. The GOTV will be 

named after the  that you receive as response when creating the match, 

and will be placed in the root folder. So the path to fetch would be: 

/api/0.1/game-servers/{server_id}/files/{path}GET

API endpoint

/api/0.1/game-servers/{server_id}/stopPOST

API endpoints

/api/0.1/game-servers/{server_id}DELETE

7. Stop and delete the server


When the match has been completed, and you have retrieved the demo file if 

needed, you can now stop and delete the server to prevent it from charging more 

credits than needed. Do note that this shouldn’t be done instantly after the match is 

done if you need demo recordings, as described in the step above.
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Using our Match API
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Using third-party plugin

3. Update server options


You would need to set a new  when duplicating the 

server, as we will default it to empty. It’s recommended to create a pool of tokens on 

one Steam Account (you can have up to 1000 tokens), and create a flow on your end 

to pick from these. Do note that a GSLT token that isn’t used for a long time may get 

inactive (~6 weeks). You can use the same GSLT token several times, but one token 

can’t be set on multiple servers running at the same time.

Steam Game Server Login Token

1. Set up a server image


Use our Control Panel to create a server to use as an image for the server 

configuration you need. This enables you to easily set up the match server exactly as 

you want with all configurations needed. When you have created the server you can 

get the server ID directly from the URL bar to later on use to clone it.

2. Duplicate the server


Using the API, you can create exact clones of the server image created at any time, 

at any location, whenever you need a game server. Duplicating and starting a new 

server only takes a few seconds. Retrieve the Server IP and port that you get as 

response so you can display it to your players when the match is started.

/api/0.1/game-servers/{server_id}/duplicatePOST

API endpoint

https://dathost.net/control-panel/game-server/edit/468bee5f435f62650b9d47f31

If you’ve made  changes to your server image - it might not be up to date. You can trigger a sync between the game server and the 

API cache with the POST call  - or by simply starting and turning off your server image.

recent

/api/0.1/game-servers/{server_id}/sync-files

https://steamcommunity.com/dev/managegameservers


/api/0.1/game-servers/{server_id}/startPOST

API endpoint

4. Control the match


It’s recommended to use our Match API as described on page 4-8 to get going with 

your integration fast and easy. However, if you’re familiar with managing CS:GO 

servers and want to integrate your own plugin or a third-party one, that would also 

be possible.



If you were to handle the match part on your own, if it’s your own plugin or a third-

party one, you would integrate it in this step. The exact flow will differ from plugin to 

plugin and how your current and/or planned setup is looking. Anyways, you would 

need to start the server at this stage.
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Using third-party plugin

3. Update server options (cont.)


At this step you should also set things such as the starting map and location. Send us 

a PUT request to update the newly cloned server. You can also upload a match 

config, if different from your server image.

/api/0.1/game-servers/{server_id}PUT

/api/0.1/game-servers/{server_id}/files/{path}POST

API endpoints
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Using third-party plugin

5. Download GOTV demo


tv_delay

tv_delay + 30 sec

If you need the GOTV demo to be saved on your end, you can download this from the 

server with a GET request. You will probably have a  on the server (default: 

105 sec), so it’s recommended to wait at least  after the match is 

done before retrieving the demo.



Depending on how your setup and what plugin you use, you might need to run the 

command tv_stoprecord so the demo actually stops recording - if that isn’t done 

automatically in your plugin.

/api/0.1/game-servers/{server_id}/files/{path}GET

API endpoint

/api/0.1/game-servers/{server_id}/stopPOST

API endpoints

/api/0.1/game-servers/{server_id}DELETE

6. Stop and delete the server


When the match has been completed, and you have retrieved the demo file if 

needed, you can now stop and delete the server to prevent it from charging more 

credits than needed. Do note that this shouldn’t be done instantly after the match is 

done if you need GOTV recordings, as described in the step above.



Can’t I just start a match with one API call?


No, you would need to first off start a server and on top of that you would configure 

the match, either using your own solution or with our Match API. There’s a common 

misconception in this area, but the server itself is only the bare-minimum CS:GO 

server. To have a match being played you would need some kind of match handling 

on top of that, either our Match API or some other solution.

Do I need different GSLT tokens for every server?


Yes and no. As described in this guide, you would need unique tokens for every 

server active (started) at the same time. But you can rotate the tokens if you set up a 

system where you spawn new servers for every match, they aren’t disposable - they 

just cannot be used across several servers at the same time.

Can I use the Match-API for other than 5v5 matches?


Yes! There is no limitation in how many players are needed in each team, it will work 

just as great for 1v1, 2v2 and other types of matches. 
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FAQ - Frequently asked questions


